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The 5 AM Club
A true story from Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New York
Times bestselling, multiple Eisner Award-winning
author of Smile, Sisters, Drama, and Ghosts!

Saved by Him
The Client
From manipulated results and fake data to retouched
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illustrations and plagiarism, cases of scientific fraud
have skyrocketed in the past two decades. In a
damning exposé, Nicolas Chevassus-au-Louis details
the circumstances enabling the decline in scientific
standards and highlights efforts to curtail future
misconduct.

Breaking Rules
My heart is racing as I knock on his door. Jace Randall
is the artist who inspired me to become an art critic,
but he's also an incredibly handsome billionaire who's
agreed to let me interview him. Then his door opens
and I realize the photos of him don't do him justice.
The man in front of me is a dream, and as his eyes
scan up and down my body, my mind goes blank
when he utters the words, "How much?" Savannah
Birch can't get Jace out of her mind, and when she
tries, she finds herself at the Gilded Cage. She's
almost as intrigued by what she finds at the BDSM
club as she is by the man she wants to forget. No
shirking violet when it comes to sex, she encounters a
masked man who introduces her to a world she hardly
knew existed. A world that might just be able to erase
any thought of Jace Randall. Don't miss One Night
Only, another steamy stand-alone novel in the
Billionaire's Muse series by M. S. Parker.

The Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget
I used to think that I was doing pretty well for myself,
especially considering the tragedies of my past. I was
on a fast track to a promising career. Then my world
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imploded. When twenty-two-year-old Rona Quick finds
her plans for her future destroyed, her world goes into
a tailspin. Five months later, she's found a tentative
home and a simple life as a private investigator, but
when a case brings handsome billionaire Jalen Larsen
into her life, she discovers that things aren't going to
be as easy as she'd hoped. Don't miss Claimed by
Him, the first book in the New Pleasures series.

Collide
I'm not a selfish person. I mean, I'm thrilled that my
friends are doing so well with their new jobs and their
love lives. I just thought I'd be joining them, at least in
the job department, now that I'm working for the DA.
Unfortunately, nothing seems to be going like I
planned.Twenty-six year-old Dena Monroe is happy
that her friends, Carrie and Krissy, have found love,
but she's starting to wonder if that'll ever happen for
her. Being a strong, willful woman, she has yet to find
a man who can give her what she really
needs.Between work and romance, can Dena find
what she's looking for?Don't miss M.S. Parker's new
steamy series that takes us back to Club Privé.

Leather & Lace
From Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New York Times
bestselling, multiple Eisner Award-winning author of
Smile and Sisters! Callie loves theater. And while she
would totally try out for her middle school's
production of Moon over Mississippi, she can't really
sing. Instead she's the set designer for the drama
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department's stage crew, and this year she's
determined to create a set worthy of Broadway on a
middle-school budget. But how can she, when she
doesn't know much about carpentry, ticket sales are
down, and the crew members are having trouble
working together? Not to mention the onstage AND
offstage drama that occurs once the actors are
chosen. And when two cute brothers enter the
picture, things get even crazier!

Drama
Moving to Hollywood after graduation was supposed
to be my first step into the adult world, a chance for
me to live life on my terms. It'd worked for my older
sister. I just hadn't realized how much until she
shared her darkest secret with me.When twenty-one
year-old Hanna Breckenridge moves across the
country to take a job as her sister's business
manager, she has no idea the culture shock she's in
for. When billionaire Cross Phillips approaches her,
she's flattered, only to find out that he'd been
interested for reasons far different than anything
Hanna would've imagined. When things take a
dangerous turn, she's forced to decide just how much
she can trust this gorgeous man. Don't miss the
steamy standalone The Billionaire's Sub by USA
Today's best-selling author, MS Parker.

Circe
When my boyfriend's ex announced she was pregnant
with his child, I thought things couldn't get any worse.
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I was wrong. Something happened to me after I left
Jalen's house and now I don't know if I'll make it out of
this alive. PI Rona Quick is missing. As her friends
work to find her, she looks for a way to escape. With
her murderer father on the loose and her captor's
mysterious 'employers' looming as a threat, she
knows she'll need to fight if she wants to get back to
the life - and the man - she loves. Don't miss Saved
By Him, the thrilling conclusion to M.S. Parker's
steamy Hot Pleasures series.

Guts
RAYE: A kiss from a stranger at midnight on New
Year's Eve doesn't mean anything, does it? Then why
can't I stop thinking about him, dreaming about him? I
need to stop, even if he's the most gorgeous man I've
ever kissed. Even if I find him again, it can never
become anything more than a fantasy. You see, I'm
broken, and no one can fix me. KANE: A kiss at
midnight after saving a damsel in distress should've
gotten me something better than a slap across the
face, but I don't regret it. Even now when I can't get
her out of my mind. Not because of how beautiful she
was, or how great it felt when I kissed her. It was the
look on her face just before she ran. A broken lookand
I'm a guy who fixes broken things. Don't miss Big O's,
another stand-alone romance in M. S. Parker's Sex
Coach series.

Principles, Definitions and Model Rules
of European Private Law
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Are you ready to surrender? When Rowan Cassidy
meets Christian Thorne in an exclusive club, he
challenges everything she’s ever believed about
herself. He then makes an outrageous proposal: give
herself over to him completely for thirty days and
discover her most secret fantasies and her true
nature. Give in to absolute pleasure with Eden
Bradley’s romantic, liberating and utterly addictive
debut novel.

The Dark Garden
A wild and witty satire of American college life from
the author of The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis On his
first day of college, farm boy Asa Hearthrug
enthusiastically jumps out of bed—and discovers that
his pajama pants are caught in the bedsprings. He
learns that his dog has died, and his father, in an
effort to soften the blow, tells an absurd story about a
female bullfighter. Next, the freshman pays a visit to
his high school sweetheart to say a heartfelt goodbye,
but Lodestone La Toole is more interested in
hamburgers than vows of devotion. And when Asa
finally arrives at the University of
Minnesota—wham!—he gets run over by a frat boy’s
convertible. Max Shulman’s bestselling debut novel,
written when he was almost as fresh-faced as his
protagonist, delightfully skewers every sacred cow of
collegiate life. From the faculty expert on “Merrie
Olde England” who once spent two weeks on that
distant land to the sidewalk booby-trap used by the
Alpha Cholera fraternity to round-up reluctant
pledges, Barefoot Boy with Cheek bursts at the seams
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with outrageous characters, delirious set pieces, and
gut-busting one-liners.

Live in Grace, Walk in Love
"Don't get mad. Get everything. When their best
friend commits suicide over her divorce, Elise, Brenda
and Annie decide enough is enough. Each was crucial
to her husband's career. But now that the men are
successful, they've traded in their wives for newer,
blonder models. Over lunch one day they form the
First Wives Club. But this is no support group. This is
the SAS in Chanel. Painstakingly, inexorably, they
plan the downfall of the men who've wrecked their
lives - and know that revenge has never tasted
sweeter"

Cabin Porn
I don't do relationships. Ever. I'm in control, whether
it's sex or business. I didn't get to where I am by
letting people dominate me. I dominate them. But as I
watch my younger brothers find love and happiness, I
start to doubt myself. And I never doubt myself. Then
she shows up.CFO of Holden Enterprises, Davin
Holden, keeps his nose to the grindstone managing
the family business, only interrupted by regular visits
to Euphoria, an upscale club. When a chance
encounter brings him together with computer hacker
Linsey Keller, neither of them have a clue that the
case she's working, connects them in a way that
could destroy them both.Don't miss, A Billionaire
Dom, the exciting conclusion to M.S. Parker's newest
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scintillating series, The Holden Brothers.

Fraud in the Lab
It's not supposed to happen to people like me.
Broken, damaged people don't get to fall in love with
amazing, handsome men like Rylan Archer. And men
like Rylan never look twice at women like me. Except
he had. Rylan loves me. I love him, too and it scares
me to death.After the incident with former co-worker
Christophe Constantine, twenty-two year-old Jenna
Lang knows she can't run from her past anymore.
Forced to confront the demons from her childhood,
she's faced with the choice between justice for
herself, or saving others like her.Don't miss book 2 in
the dark and sizzling Pleasures series by USA Today
best-selling author M.S. Parker.

Understanding Machine Learning
I had a very definite plan for the rest of my life, and it
mostly consisted of getting laid by random strangers
and never having to deal with the possibility of
anyone getting close enough to hurt me again. Now,
after one stupid mistake, I couldn't quit thinking about
him, and I knew it was just going to get worse from
here. When twenty-two year-old Jenna Lang went in to
Archer Enterprises for a job, she doesn't expect her
entire world to be turned upside-down. Now, she can't
get wealthy CEO Rylan Archer out of her mind and
she has a bad feeling that he's just as intrigued by
her. As his intentions become clear, she must decide
if she's willing to risk everything on the chance he's
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different. Including the steamy prequel, Broken
Pleasures, M.S. Parker's new scorching Pleasures
series is not to be missed. See what Forbidden
Pleasures has in store.

Claimed by Him
My life isn't going exactly the way I planned, but I can
make ends meet and I have a fiancé I love. I'm one of
those people who believes in working with what I've
been given I just never expected this kind of
curveball.When a run through Central Park sets in
motion events that change the course of Sara Carr's
life, she never imagines that they will lead her to
Dorian Forbes, a billionaire former fighter, and a new
job as his personal trainer. A new job that comes with
its own complications.Don't miss this steamy
standalone by best-selling author M.S. Parker.

A Legal Affair
When a chance meeting brings together twenty-two
year-old Kyndall Letlow, and London-born billionaire
Dean Stokes, both claim that they're only looking for
a one-night stand. Fate, however, has something else
in mind. Unable to stay away from each other, Kyndall
and Dean struggle to overcome family disapproval
and a secret that could put everyone at risk.

The Billionaire's Muse
I should have known that things were too good to last.
The moments of happiness I'd had through my life
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had always ended in heartbreak, and I should have
expected more of the same. I should have protected
myself. In Fort Collins, Rona Quick thinks she's finally
found everything she's always wanted. A home, with
friends and a good man who cares for her. As she
allows billionaire genius Jalen Larsen to breach the
defenses around her heart, some part of her is still
waiting for the inevitable crash. When it comes, she
throws herself into her work to forget. Work that is
even more dangerous than her feelings for Jalen.
Check out Played by Him, the second book in M.S.
Parker's excitingly hot New Pleasures series.

Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence Standing Committee on Justice and Legal
Affairs
Alec: Lumen is amazing. She brings out the playful,
relaxed side of me, but fate doesn't seem to agree we
belong together. And now, my ex pops back into my
life and wants to make a go of it again so our
daughter can have a real family. I'm torn between
what's best for my daughter or following my feelings
for Lumen.Lumen: Just when our relationship was
going great, Alec basically blows me off the minute
his ex is back in town. He texted that he needs a
break while he figures out what's going on with his
family. And to add fuel to the fire, someone told my
principal about the massage parlor job I had before I
started teaching, like it was something illegal. Who
else knew about that job but Alec? I'm crushed. This is
why I don't do relationships.Third-grade teacher
Lumen Browne and multi-billionaire CEO Alec McCrae
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are an unlikely couple, but they're willing to defy the
odds. As they struggle to fit into each other's lives,
they must decide if they're willing to fight for their
loveor walk away.Don't miss Breaking Rules, the
second book in The Scottish Billionaire, M. S. Parker's
latest romance series.

Club Prive
Rural escapes for those yearning for a simpler
existence, by the creators of the wildly popular
Instagram account Cabin Porn. Created by a group of
friends who preserve 55 acres of hidden forest in
Upstate New York, Cabin Porn began as a scrapbook
to collect inspiration for their building projects. As the
collection grew, the site attracted a following, which is
now a huge and obsessive audience. The site features
photos of the most remarkable handmade homes in
the backcountry of America and all over the world. It
has had over 10 million unique visitors, with 450,000
followers on Instagram. Now Zach Klein, the creator of
the site (and a co-founder of Vimeo) goes further into
the most alluring images from the site and new
getaways, including more interior photography and
how-to advice for setting up a quiet place somewhere.
With their idyllic settings, unique architecture, and
cozy interiors, the Cabin Porn photographs are an
invitation to slow down, take a deep breath, and feel
the beauty and serenity that nature and simple
construction can create.

His Obsession
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A year ago, the "Draft Common Frame of Reference"
was published for the first time in an interim outline
edition. Now we proudly present the final outline
edition of the DCFR. - revision of the already
published text to take account of the public discussion
- major new topics covered - an additional section on
the principles underlying the model rules - revised
and expanded list of definitions The six-volume full
edition of the DCFR including all comments and notes
will be published in October 2009.

Take Me, Sir
Faking it. Most of us have done it. Maybe at a job
interview, on a date, or maybe even faking it in the
bedroom. I'm guilty for sure. In fact, I've never had an
orgasm in my life. So, when the editor of the biggest
women's magazine was in desperate need of a
substitute writer, and asked me to write an article
called "How to Have Fantastic Multiple Orgasms," I
faked it again. Acting like an expert, I gladly accepted
the assignment. I just hadn't expected that the
research consisted of interviewing a male escort
known as The King of Multiple Orgasms. Journalism
graduate, Michelle Nestor, nails her article thanks to
expert advice from a gigolo, Jake King, and now the
magazine wants Jake to consult on an entire series
about sex advice for women. Gina Godard, the senior
writer, is back from sick leave and takes over the
project, kicking Michelle to the curb. However, Jake
King saves the day for Michelle, demanding her as his
interviewer. It quickly becomes clear to Jake that
Michelle's never had an orgasm before, so imagine
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her surprise when Jake suggest a little showing
instead of telling. Don't miss Sex Coach, the latest
stand-alone novel from USA Today's Bestselling
Author, M. S. Parker.

Forbidden Pleasures
Nineteen year-old Bryne Dawkins left everything
behind to start a new life in New York City. A new life
that involves Club Privé owner Gavin Manning and the
tattooed Bad Boy, Dax Prevot. As Bryne pursues an
acting career, she must decide what to believe, and
what she truly wants.Don't miss Collide, the newest
series in M.S. Parker's sexy Club Privé world.

A Billionaire Dom
Get ready for the Hunter Brothers, an exciting spin-off
series of the bestselling Club Priv� series. JAX: I've
always done what's expected of me, run Hunter
Enterprises the way Grandfather wanted, but when I
stepped into Club Priv�, I saw something I wanted for
myself. I wouldn't let anything keep me from bringing
that world of decadence and sex to my home city,
Boston. SYLL: For the last two years, I've fought to
keep my dad's bar open, and things haven't gotten
any easier. So when several people suddenly
expressed interest in buying my business, I was
tempted. However, this is my father's legacy and I'm
never selling. Not even to the hottest guy I've ever
met. Don't miss the return to Club Priv� in His
Obsession, the first book about the sexy Hunter
brothers.
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Big O's
Alec: I'm in my thirties and life iswell not boring, but
uneventful despite being CEO of the family company.
Just how I like it. Then I meet Lumen, a woman who
challenges everything in such an irresistible way. For
once in my life I can see myself in a relationship.
There's one problem though, she's off limits. Lumen:
Growing up in foster care wasn't the nightmare for me
as it was for some, but life hasn't been easy. I work
hard, focus on my goals, and I never let things
distract me, specifically men and relationships. Until
one rainy Seattle night when a gorgeous hunk walks
into the spa where I work.When billionaire Alec
McCrae mistakes Lumen Browne's workplace for a
"happy ending" massage parlor, things get more
complicated than he prefers. Especially when their
lives become entwined in ways never imagined. Don't
miss Off Limits, the first book in The Scottish
Billionaire, M. S. Parker's latest romance series.

Serving Him
When newly hired editor's assistant, Tanya Lacey,
reaches out to the unknown author of a steamy new
erotic romance novel, she's stunned to learn that the
author is not only a man, but also a handsome
billionaire. Wealthy CEO, Erik Sanders, has a secret.
Whenever he's not managing his billion-dollar
business, he writes erotic romance novels, but it's not
until he meets the charmingly innocent Tanya that he
finds out what inspiration truly means. Soon, she
becomes his muse, but is it enough? Will work and
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aspiration come in way of true happiness? Don't miss
The Billionaire's Muse, M.S. Parker's latest sexy
romance novel.

Dark Pleasures
Legendary leadership and elite performance expert
Robin Sharma introduced The 5am Club concept over
twenty years ago, based on a revolutionary morning
routine that has helped his clients maximize their
productivity, activate their best health and bulletproof
their serenity in this age of overwhelming complexity.
Now, in this life-changing book, handcrafted by the
author over a rigorous four-year period, you will
discover the early-rising habit that has helped so
many accomplish epic results while upgrading their
happiness, helpfulness and feelings of aliveness.
Through an enchanting—and often amusing—story
about two struggling strangers who meet an eccentric
tycoon who becomes their secret mentor, The 5am
Club will walk you through: How great geniuses,
business titans and the world’s wisest people start
their mornings to produce astonishing achievements
A little-known formula you can use instantly to wake
up early feeling inspired, focused and flooded with a
fiery drive to get the most out of each day A step-bystep method to protect the quietest hours of daybreak
so you have time for exercise, self-renewal and
personal growth A neuroscience-based practice
proven to help make it easy to rise while most people
are sleeping, giving you precious time for yourself to
think, express your creativity and begin the day
peacefully instead of being rushed “Insider-only”
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tactics to defend your gifts, talents and dreams
against digital distraction and trivial diversions so you
enjoy fortune, influence and a magnificent impact on
the world Part manifesto for mastery, part playbook
for genius-grade productivity and part companion for
a life lived beautifully, The 5am Club is a work that
will transform your life. Forever.

Sex Coach
Barefoot Boy with Cheek
"A bold and subversive retelling of the goddess's
story," this #1 New York Times bestseller is "both epic
and intimate in its scope, recasting the most infamous
female figure from the Odyssey as a hero in her own
right" (Alexandra Alter, The New York Times). In the
house of Helios, god of the sun and mightiest of the
Titans, a daughter is born. But Circe is a strange child
-- not powerful, like her father, nor viciously alluring
like her mother. Turning to the world of mortals for
companionship, she discovers that she does possess
power -- the power of witchcraft, which can transform
rivals into monsters and menace the gods
themselves. Threatened, Zeus banishes her to a
deserted island, where she hones her occult craft,
tames wild beasts and crosses paths with many of the
most famous figures in all of mythology, including the
Minotaur, Daedalus and his doomed son Icarus, the
murderous Medea, and, of course, wily Odysseus. But
there is danger, too, for a woman who stands alone,
and Circe unwittingly draws the wrath of both men
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and gods, ultimately finding herself pitted against one
of the most terrifying and vengeful of the Olympians.
To protect what she loves most, Circe must summon
all her strength and choose, once and for all, whether
she belongs with the gods she is born from, or the
mortals she has come to love. With unforgettably
vivid characters, mesmerizing language, and pageturning suspense, Circe is a triumph of storytelling, an
intoxicating epic of family rivalry, palace intrigue, love
and loss, as well as a celebration of indomitable
female strength in a man's world. #1 New York Times
Bestseller -- named one of the Best Books of the Year
by NPR, the Washington Post, People, Time, Amazon,
Entertainment Weekly, Bustle, Newsweek, the A.V.
Club, Christian Science Monitor, Refinery 29,
Buzzfeed, Paste, Audible, Kirkus, Publishers Weekly,
Thrillist, NYPL, Self, Real Simple, Goodreads, Boston
Globe, Electric Literature, BookPage, the Guardian,
Book Riot, Seattle Times, and Business Insider.

Chasing Perfection
Introduces machine learning and its algorithmic
paradigms, explaining the principles behind
automated learning approaches and the
considerations underlying their usage.

One Night Only
A daughter? Could she be what he's been hiding or
was there a darker secret waiting to be uncovered?
Carrie Summers had known that sexy, mysterious
Gavin Manning had been hiding something, but she
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hadn't expected the bombshell he'd dropped. Instead
of pushing her away, Carrie finds that Gavin's
revelation actually makes her care about him more.
Their relationship is rapidly becoming more intense
than she'd ever dreamed, but she can't help
wondering if Gavin is hiding more. As Gavin continues
to coax Carrie out of her shell and teach her to accept
her sexual desires, her pursuit of the truth will reveal
a secret that could destroy everything. Don't miss out
on a single moment of the third installment of M.S.
Parker's toe-curling erotic series.

Played by Him
All of my friends have hot, amazing men in their lives,
but I'm still single and happy. I've never wanted to
settle down. I enjoy going to clubs and hooking up
with random men for the night Then why the hell do I
feel like something's missing?When gorgeous rock
star Paxton Gorham walks into Leslie Calvin's office,
she tells herself that she can't be attracted to him.
He's looking for a divorce, which means he has two
strikes against him: he's married and a client. What
neither of them can deny, however, is the chemistry
between them. They know it's a bad idea, but they
can't help themselves.Four friends were introduced in
MS Parker's Club Privé series, and three have gotten
their happy endings. Will Leslie finally get the same in
her own sizzling story, A Legal Affair?

Off Limits
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White Kids
A classic Agatha Christie short story, available
individually for the first time as an ebook.

SEC Docket
Beloved and bestselling author Bob Goff provides you
with a year's worth of inspiring, unexpected, thoughtprovoking teaching that will prepare you for the day
ahead. Bob Goff’s first two books, Love Does and
Everybody, Always, spent dozens of weeks each as
New York Times bestsellers with their unique
combination of entertaining, witty storytelling, and
challenging, surprising perspectives. Now Bob is back
with a year-long devotional made up of his distinctive,
entertaining, deceptively profound reflections on what
it means to live every day in light of the grace of God.
Built on Bob's trademark storytelling and unique way
of helping us to see things in a new way, Live in
Grace, Walk in Love takes us through an entire
calendar year of meditations on how we can step out
in love and confidence in every aspect of our lives.
More than a tweet, less than a blog post, these
devotional readings--accompanied by Scripture--will
inspire and galvanize you live a more liberated, loveand life-giving existence than you ever thought
possible.

Unlawful Attraction
Winner, 2019 William J. Goode Book Award, given by
the Family Section of the American Sociological
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Association Finalist, 2019 C. Wright Mills Award, given
by the Society for the Study of Social Problems
Riveting stories of how affluent, white children learn
about race American kids are living in a world of
ongoing public debates about race, daily displays of
racial injustice, and for some, an increased awareness
surrounding diversity and inclusion. In this heated
context, sociologist Margaret A. Hagerman zeroes in
on affluent, white kids to observe how they make
sense of privilege, unequal educational opportunities,
and police violence. In fascinating detail, Hagerman
considers the role that they and their families play in
the reproduction of racism and racial inequality in
America. White Kids, based on two years of research
involving in-depth interviews with white kids and their
families, is a clear-eyed and sometimes shocking
account of how white kids learn about race. In doing
so, this book explores questions such as, “How do
white kids learn about race when they grow up in
families that do not talk openly about race or
acknowledge its impact?” and “What about children
growing up in families with parents who consider
themselves to be ‘anti-racist’?” Featuring the actual
voices of young, affluent white kids and what they
think about race, racism, inequality, and privilege,
White Kids illuminates how white racial socialization is
much more dynamic, complex, and varied than
previously recognized. It is a process that stretches
beyond white parents’ explicit conversations with
their white children and includes not only the choices
parents make about neighborhoods, schools, peer
groups, extracurricular activities, and media, but also
the choices made by the kids themselves. By
interviewing kids who are growing up in different
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racial contexts—from racially segregated to
meaningfully integrated and from politically
progressive to conservative—this important book
documents key differences in the outcomes of white
racial socialization across families. And by observing
families in their everyday lives, this book explores the
extent to which white families, even those with antiracist intentions, reproduce and reinforce the forms of
inequality they say they reject.

The First Wives Club
The Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget is the
ultimate guide to exploring this fascinating continent
on a shoestring, with coverage of all the top sights,
the clearest mapping of any guide and handy hints on
how to save money. Discover the highlights of
Europe, from the vibrant capitals of London, Paris and
Rome to the great outdoors, whether skiing in the
Alps, hiking in the Tatras or surfing on the Portuguese
coast. Read about Europe's great attractions from the
Sistine Chapel in Rome to the Aya Sofia in Istanbul.
And with coverage of four new countries Montenegro, Albania, Macedonia and BosniaHerzegovina - The Rough Guide to Europe on a
Budget is more comprehensive than ever before. Find
practical advice on travelling around Europe, whether
by InterRail, Eurail or bus, and what to see and do in
each country. With up-to-date descriptions of the best
hostels and budget hotels, bars, cafés and cheap
restaurants, plus European shopping and festivals,
this guide is the budget-conscious traveller's musthave item for European trips. Make the most of your
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trip to Europe with The Rough Guide to Europe on a
Budget.

The Mystery of the Spanish Chest: A
Hercule Poirot Short Story
When DeVon Ricci discovers that his perfect Krissy
Jensen isn't so perfect after all, he retreats back
behind the walls he's put up to keep himself from
being hurt. As truths begin to reveal themselves,
DeVon must decide if loving Krissy is worth the risk of
a broken heart.

The Billionaire's Sub
For twenty-one year-old Aleena Davison, it was a lifelong dream coming true when she said goodbye to
her dreary small-town life in Iowa and moved to
Manhattan. However, it didn’t take long for her dream
to turn into a nightmare. Everything from the
roommate from hell to her asshole of a boss,
contributed to her pain and she’d just about given up.
That wasuntil she ran into devilish handsome,
Dominic Snow. The mysterious stranger not only tried
saving her waitress job, but also made her an offer
she couldn’t refuse, a new and much more lucrative
job. “Strictly professional,” he’d insisted. But could
she trust herself working for the hottest man she’d
ever met?
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